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VSoft’s IRIS™ Omni-Channel Banking Now Available on Apple Watch™
ATLANTA, September 1, 2015 - VSoft Corporation, a global provider of information and technology
solutions for financial institutions, announced today that IRIS™, the company’s omni-channel platform
spanning across all devices and channels for both personal and business banking, is now available on
Apple Watch™.
As one of the few financial services providers to offer a banking app for Apple Watch, VSoft is enabling its
financial institution clients to deliver a truly innovative digital banking platform to customers.
By downloading the app, IRIS users can seamlessly view account and loan balances, as well as view
transaction and payment history while on the go. Future enhancements include the ability to do a simple
funds transfer using Apple Watch, along with the ability to show credit card balances.
IRIS is device agnostic and features a responsive design, while eliminating the need for separate
products such as Internet banking, tablet banking and mobile banking. The consolidation of products and
the consistent, intuitive interface ensures a positive user experience while delivering the convenience
users expect. By now offering the platform through Apple Watch, VSoft is furthering the solution’s
superior convenience.
“For nearly two decades, VSoft has continued to innovate and provide solutions that meet the evolving
technology landscape,” said Murthy Veeraghanta, Chairman and CEO of VSoft Corporation. “Following
that same commitment, delivering IRIS through a downloadable app for Apple Watch was a natural next
step for us. IRIS is truly device agnostic and we aim to provide our bank and credit union clients a
banking solution that fits their tech-savvy customers’ expectations.”
About VSoft Corporation
VSoft Corporation offers platform-based services for the banking, financial services and insurance (BFSI)
industry. Its core, payment and omni-channel banking solutions reduce cost and maximize efficiency
while providing seamless, real-time, high-volume and high-performance transactions across multiple
channels. The VSoft platform can be delivered in-house, or as an outsourced ASP or SaaS model to best
meet the needs of individual financial institutions. VSoft’s services have been trusted by more than 2,600
financial institutions worldwide. For more information, please call 770-225-7692, or visit
www.vsoftcorp.com, or follow them on Twitter @VSoft_Corp.
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